Tides & Times

September 1, 2022

It never ceases to amaze me how quickly
our summers in the Pacific Northwest
seem to pass. It feels like just yesterday
that the Foss Harbor crew members were
planting spring flowers, scrubbing docks
and getting ready for the season ahead. The
weather this year got a late start and high
gas prices undoubtedly kept some folks
tethered to the docks, but there were still
some fantastic boating days. We hope that
you and your loved ones made the most of
the summer boating season. Those who
are in the know understand that the best
cruising is still yet to come!
As the calendar turns to September and
the kids head back to school, so too does
Please pardon our dust! (Oh, will there be dust. So much dust…)
the marina’s focus change. Instead of
summer event planning and slip reservation management, we now begin scheduling and coordination of various offseason
projects, as we continually look for ways to improve our facilities and the overall guest experience. This fall and winter, in particular, will be heavily focused on one thing: Construction, construction and more construction. Upcoming projects include:
•

Marina Gates & Fencing: Our fencing contractor is currently scheduled to commence digging and installing of footings
on Monday, Sept. 19th. Once the project begins, we expect all infrastructure, electrical systems and automation software
to be finished by the end of October. Construction area will include the middle parking lot and the large lot south of the
bridge. Much more to come, including the issuing of new gate access credentials!

•

Site 10 and Municipal Dock Seawall: This is going to be the big one, as the city of Tacoma is finally repairing the failing
seawall in between Gates 5 & 6, as well as on the Muni Dock site (known to tenants as the gravel lot). Work will begin in
the gravel lot in mid-October and will continue to the middle lot at least through mid-December. Sheet piles for the new
seawall will be installed Monday through Thursday, with typical construction hours being 7:30AM to 5PM. Gates 5 & 6 will
occasionally have limited access, but alternate gates will be used to access these docks, as needed. Anyone with a storage
locker in this area should also anticipate days with limited or no access. Much more detailed information will follow as we
get closer to October.

These much-needed projects will greatly improve our tenant experience, and we are excited to see them starting soon. That
being said, construction always brings with it many challenges and inconvenience to tenants. We will do our best to mitigate
the impact to our community members, but you should expect a lot of noise, dust and occasional interruptions to utility
services. We will keep everyone informed, but please don’t hesitate to reach out with questions. Enjoy the rest of the summer
and we’ll see you on the water!
Ian Wilkinson, General Manager
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The Stage is Set
I awake to the rhythmic sound of the kayaks bumping against the hull, ka-dunk, ka-dunk, ka-dunk. A slight breeze has developed
overnight creating the minute ripples on the water. It’s dark out still, I groan as I check the time and see it’s only 3 am. We’ve
been at anchor in Echo Bay at Sucia Island for two nights now. The rocking of the boat is about to put me back to sleep when I
decide to get up and walk the deck and check on everything.
I swing my feet off the bunk and rub my eyes. In the distance I can hear the familiar slap slap of the water from a seal looking
for his mate. I make my way outside; the deck is cold and damp on my bare feet. I stroll up to the bow and look over at the
anchor chain sitting vertical and a glance around shows that we haven’t moved position all night, I’ll sleep better now when I
get back to my bunk.
I glance up at the dark sky decorated with the pin pricks of light from stars
lifetimes away. Some piece of space debris enters our atmosphere and streaks
across the sky in a bright white flash, briefly illuminating the deck. I sit and keep
my eyes on the sky, might as well enjoy the show while I’m up. Another streak
across the sky lights the harbor up just as something makes a splash next to the
hull. I stand an walk to the railing where I heard the noise. Ripples are making their
way outward in every direction; another splash, further back this time. As I make
my way aft, I can just make out an outline in the water highlighted by the bioluminescence. As I get closer, I can see the outline now of two creatures, one a seal
and the other a rather large fish.
The seal, only recognizable by the lighted outline from the algae as it swims
through the water, is frantically chasing this fish. Under the boat and back, diving
deep and quickly back to the surface. They take their lighted dance display to the
other side of the boat, so I quietly wander over and peer into the water, regaled
with their continued ballet of “Predator and Prey”. The fish doing all it can to
evade its pursuer, twisting and turning any way it can think to escape, each time the seal makes a tighter or quicker turn,
staying right on the tail of the fish. After about 20 minutes of chasing, the pair dive deep and disappear. I watch for a bit but
they never return, what a cliffhanger! Did the seal get his meal? Did the fish evade capture to live another day? We will never
know…
It's shows like this that make boating so much fun; the private small experiences that make you think deep about our place in
the universe. Just a seal chasing a fish, both fighting for their own survival.
I look back towards the sky, how many countless other suns and worlds could there be and us just anchored on a boat staring
up at the vastness. A small cloud drifts over the moon, the theater lights have been dimmed so I suppose that’s my cue to head
back to bed. I adjust the kayaks first to keep them from bumping against the hull and find my way back to my bunk. Pulling the
covers up I reflect on the meaning of what I just saw. The wide Milky Way with its countless stars shining in our direction and
the display of nature, the hunt, that is just another part of our world spinning round.
When you’re out on the water, remember, sometimes the best memories to make and keep aren’t
the big things like seeing the orcas (which is still a great memory), but be sure to slow down and
notice the little things our world has to offer. The PNW is full of small treasures that will delight
any boater willing to take the time to stop and smell the seaweed (roses didn’t seem to fit with the
theme).
Be kind to one another and I’ll see you on the docks.

-Tarin
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FALL BACK TO WINTER HOURS—TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6th!
The Foss Harbor store hours will be reverting to the fall/winter schedule on September 6th.
The hours of operation will be as follows:
Store/Office: Monday—Saturday: 10AM-6PM
Sunday: 10AM-5PM
Fuel: Monday—Saturday: 8AM-6PM
Sunday: 9AM-5PM

We rent kayaks and stand-up
paddleboards all year long!

Boat Power Washing Services Available
Summer is drawing to a close and with cooler
weather on the way, some of our residents may
be spending less time onboard their boats. Less
time on the boat means less time cleaning the
boat.
Foss Harbor can help. We now offer power
washing for a nominal charge. If you are
interested in rates or scheduling a wash, please
call the office!

253-272-4404

Foss Photo of
the Month
Thank you to Kevin Fleek for
allowing us to share this
spectacular opalescent sunrise
on the Foss Waterway.
Moments like these really
remind us how lucky we are to
have a back yard such as this.
Do you have a picture of the
marina, local waters, or
Tacoma that you’d like to share?
Send your submission to:
Melynda@fossharbor.com
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CLASSIFIEDS

YOUR AD HERE FOR FREE! Send your submissions to melynda@fossharbor.com

1973 23’ Fiberform
$3,500.00
Call George Petre
253-531-6076
-GMC 165 in/out board
-1985 2 axle Easy Loader
trailer with power winch
-Ask about other
Accessories!
I am Looking for crew who
would love to learn to
sail, possible partners or new
owners. I am a mid 70’s sailor
who no longer feels comfortable sailing alone. “Liberty” is a
good old ’77 Mercator 30’ fiberglass sloop with a 18hp Sabb
diesel engine. She’s wearing
her original standing rigging.
Simple systems and sail plan
without spinnaker. Berthed at
Foss Harbor Marina C-16.

Please contact Rick @
253-226-0212
blueribbonfarm@tx3.net

